LAW ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEFINITION AUTHORIZATION

USED WITH THE POLICE PRIORITY DISPATCH SYSTEM (PPDS)

1. Authorization of PPDS Definitions:
   Listed below are the specific definitions within the PPDS that require the approval and signature of a designated Senior Law Enforcement Administrator:

Global Definition for PAST EVENT (If using one timeframe):

If Not using a Global Definition for PAST EVENT, Complete the individual CC Defs

Chief Complaint 101: Abduction/Custodial Abduction/Hostage Situation
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 102: Abuse/Abandonment/Neglect
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 105: Animal
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 106: Assault/Sexual Assault
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria
Chief Complaint 110: Burglary (Break-and-Enter)/Home Invasion
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 111: Damage/Vandalism/Mischief
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 113: Disturbance/Nuisance
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 114: Domestic Disturbance/Violence
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 115: Driving Under the Influence
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 116: Drugs
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 117: Explosion
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 118: Fraud/Deception
   B. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 119: Harassment/Stalking/Threat
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 120: Indecency/Lewdness
   A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria
Chief Complaint 121: Mental Disorder (Behavioral Problems)
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 122: Miscellaneous
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 126: Robbery/Carjacking
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 127: Suicidal Person/Attempted Suicide
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 129: Suspicious/Wanted (Person, Circumstances, Vehicle)
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 130: Theft (Larceny)
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 131: Traffic/Transportation Incident (Crash)
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 132: Traffic Violation/Complaint/Hazard
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 133: Trespassing/Unwanted
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria

Chief Complaint 134: Unknown (3rd Party)
A. Define and approve PAST EVENT criteria
Chief Complaint 135: Weapons/Firearms

A. Define and approve CHILD age range criteria

OTHER SPECIFIC DEFINITIONS

Chief Complaint 106: ASSAULT / SEXUAL ASSAULT

B. Define and approve CHILD age range criteria

C. Define and approve ADULT age range criteria

Chief Complaint 112: DECEASED PERSON

A. Approve the EXPECTED DEATH criteria:
   - i. Terminal Illness
   - ii. DNR (Do Not Resuscitate) Order

B. Define and approve EXPECTED DEATH (Other) criteria

C. Approve the Obvious Death criteria
   - i. Cold and Stiff in a warm environment
   - ii. Decapitation
   - iii. Decomposition
   - iv. Incineration
   - v. Non-recent death (> 6 hrs)

D. Define and approve OBVIOUS DEATH (Other) criteria:

Chief Complaint 123: Missing/Runaway/Found Person

A. Define and approve At Risk (Young) criteria:

B. Define and approve At Risk (Elderly) criteria:

C. Define and approve Special Location criteria:

CRITICAL EPD INSTRUCTION (CEI) EDITS AND ADDITIONS:
The International Academies of Emergency Dispatch (IAED) allows the designated Senior Law Enforcement Administrator to edit current CEI text to better address locally defined performance expectations. In addition, the IAED has granted local agencies the ability to add up
to two additional CEIs when those found in the PPDS do not adequately address the needs as required by the designated Senior Law Enforcement Administrator.

This process requires the AHJ acknowledge that any text that is edited or added to the Protocol is outside the prudence of the IAED, and the ownership and accountability of that text is transferred to the designated Senior Law Enforcement Administrator as indicated and signed herein. The expectation of the IAED for any edit or addition is that the instructions provided meet or exceed the standard of practice in law enforcement and do not, in themselves violate any law or governmental statute.

☐ Check here to indicate no CEIs have been edited or added.

2. Senior Administrator Name: 
   a. Signature:
   b. Date:

NOTE: This document must be updated as necessary along with the Special Definition tab in ProQA™ Admin.